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Abstract

Objective: To report the university extension research result entitled ‘The COVID-PA Bulletin’, which presented forecasts
on the behavior of the pandemic in the state of Pará, Brazil. Methods: The artificial intelligence technique also known as
'artificial neural networks' was used to generate 13 bulletins with short-term forecasts based on historical data from the State
Department of Public Health information system. Results: After eight months of predictions, the technique generated reliable
results, with an average accuracy of 97% (observed for147 days) for confirmed cases, 96% (observed for 161 days) for deaths
and 86% (observed for 72 days) for Intensive Care Unit bed occupancy. Conclusion: These bulletins have become a useful
decision-making tool for public managers, assisting in the reallocation of hospital resources and optimization of COVID-19
control strategies in various regions of the state of Pará.
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Introduction
Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) has generated the
greatest health and humanitarian crisis of the 21st
century, imposing an unprecedented challenge to
public health and the world economy,1 demanding
permanent epidemiological surveillance.2-5 High
mortality rate due to COVID-19 was reported in the
North region of Brazil, especially because of the
complexity of the Amazon context.6 In the state of Pará,
as of February 21, 2021, there were 355,128 Covid-19
cases and 8,278 deaths.7.8 The state of Pará brings
together several conditions capable of potentiating
the impact of COVID-19, such as deficient healthcare
services and limited testing capacity, in addition to
the geographical distance between the capital and the
municipalities in the interior region of the State.9
Artificial intelligence techniques and mathematical
model can be used for Covid-19 monitoring, such
as artificial neural networks (ANN), which have as
an advantage a practical approach, mathematically
rigorous, computationally efficient and capable of
assimilating the distortions and uncertainties arising
from the data.10-13 The prediction of the prevalence
of infectious diseases through ANN has been widely
used in epidemiological investigation, both to assess
epidemic peaks and to estimate the magnitude of the
risk and extension of diseases.14-16

Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) has
generated the greatest health and
humanitarian crisis of the 21st century,
imposing an unprecedented challenge
to public health and the world economy,
demanding permanent epidemiological
surveillance.
The study aimed to report the university extension
research result entitled THE COVID-PA Bulletin, which
presented forecasts on the behavior of the pandemic
in the state of Pará.
Methods
Context and data collection
This is an experience report with historical data
related to the COVID-19 pandemic, obtained from the
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Pará State Department of Public Health (SESPA) website
between March 18, 2020 and August 31, 2020, a period
related to the first wave of the pandemic in the state.7
The state of Pará, located in the North region of
Brazil, has a territorial extension of 1,245,870 km² and
an estimated population of 8,690,745 inhabitants. It has
a population density of 6.07 inhabitants per km² and
human development index (HDI) of 0.646.18 In Pará, the
monthly household income per capita was R$ 883.00
in 2010, when 68.48% of the population lived in urban
areas and 31.52% in rural areas.19 SESPA manages the
health actions of the Brazilian National Health System
(SUS) in 13 Regional Health Centers, distributed by
health regions throughout the state of Pará, aiming at
decentralizing and regionalizing healthcare service, with
2,057 public health facilities in 2010.7.18.19
Data collection was performed every week, in
this study. The data obtained were separated by daily
record, corresponding to each day of the week. For
each health region, the data collection totaled 147 days
of observation for the variable 'confirmed cases', 161
days for 'deaths' and 72 days for the variable 'number
of intensive care unit (ICU) beds occupied'.
Data were classified into quantitative and
categorical numerical variables, as follows: day of
occurrence (date, categorical variable), cumulative
cases (quantitative variable), cumulative deaths
(quantitative), daily cases (quantitative), daily deaths
(quantitative), city names (categorical variable),
microregion names (categorical), State health
regions (categorical), ICU bed management region
(categorical) , municipal demography (quantitative),
available ICU beds (quantitative), ICU bed occupancy
(quantitative), available hospital beds (quantitative),
hospital bed occupancy (quantitative), available
doctors (quantitative), available nurses (quantitative),
available physiotherapists (quantitative) and available
nursing technicians (quantitative).
Research team from the Federal Rural University
of The State of Amazônia (UFRA) began a series of
studies. A posteriori, the team worked in collaboration
with other researchers from the Federal University
of Western Pará (UFOPA), Federal University of Pará
(UFPA) and State University of Pará (UEPA). They
formed a multidisciplinary and interinstitutional team.
The scope of the research was to understand the
dynamics of transmission and generate predictions
capable of identifying patterns in the observed data.
Having achieved this purpose, it would be possible to
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provide reliable information that could assist public
health authorities in making important decisions
to mitigate the COVID-19 outbreak in a changing
environment, where several factors have a positive or
negative impact on local and regional transmission.
Use of ANNs for the generation of the COVID-PA
Bulletin
In this study, the ANN was used to forecast the number
of deaths and confirmed, cumulative and daily cases,
and also the demand for ICU beds in the various health
regions of Pará. The results were compiled weekly, in
format of a bulletin. The set of published bulletins began
with a scientific article that proposed a method for
generating the first forecasts, by Castro et al.,20 and later,
with an article by Braga et al.,21 in order to improve the
methods used in this study. The workflow for generating
published bulletins followed the steps below:
a) Data collection on confirmed cases, deaths, hospital
resources, in addition to information about the cities;
b) Data integration and pre-processing, generating
the learn table, used for the implementation of the
machine learning technique;
c) Processing/training and selection of the best
neural networks;
d) Generation of case and death forecasts, with a
margin of error of 10%;
e) Analysis of accuracy, residues and error of case
and death forecasts;
f) Storage of post-processing forecasts;
g) Processing and selection of the best neural
networks trained for ICU bed occupancy;
h) Generation of forecasts of the demand for ICU
bed occupancy, with a margin of error of 10%;
i) Analysis of accuracy, residues and error of ICU
bed occupancy forecasts;
j) Storage of generated data;
k) Documental compilation and availability of the
next issue of the COVID-PA Bulletin on the website of
the project,17 and dissemination on social media.
In the Exact Sciences, the use of ANNs is frequent
in phenomena that require a process for identifying
patterns. The adjustment of different parameters,
based on previously known data, enables the model
to identify patterns of problems and present, with
satisfactory precision, the actual data – observed later.
This stage is known as intelligent training system, which
requires extensive computational power for processing
hundreds of dynamically created ANNs.

The trained ANNs were multilayer perceptron
(MLP) type, with a hidden layer.19 The Fletcher-Gloss
method was used to define the interval of the number of
neurons in the hidden layer, by means of the following
equation
where is the number of input variables in neural
is the number of neurons in the hidden
networks,
layer and is the number of neurons in the output layer.
The activation functions tested were exponential,
identity, logistics and hyperbolic tangent. The training
algorithm used was Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(BFGS).20.21 The initial weights of the ANNs were
randomly generated. The validation of the ANNs was
performed by random partitioning of the data into
two sets: training set (80%) and validation set (20%).
After selecting the best trained ANN, the generation
and visualization stage of the forecasts started, and
then accuracy and error analyses in order to attest
the validity of the model, using the following equation,

where R is the real value observed, P the predicted
values and N the number of observations. In this
article, the term "accuracy" is understood as how close
the predilect value is to the actual observed value in
percentage values.
Hospital resource forecasts were also estimated in
this study. The date of occurrence and the daily deaths
forecasted by the best ANN were used as predictor
variables to estimate the demand for ICU beds. With the
information on the number of ICU beds, it is possible
to measure the amount of hospital resources22 and the
number health professionals. Thus, a specific ANN was
trained to forecast the number of ICU beds needed for the
various regions of Pará, and its results were compared
with the actual data on ICU bed occupancy. Finally, this
information was stored and used to create the charts
and tables needed to compile the COVID-PA bulletins.
Publication of COVID-PA bulletins
At first, the bulletins17 were published every seven days,
related to the period between March 18, 2020, the date
of the first COVID-19 confirmed case in Pará, and July
30, 2020. Subsequently, they were published every 14
days, related to the period from July 31, 2020 to August
31, 2020, the date when the last bulletin was published.
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It is worth mentioning that from the third bulletin
(05/28/2020), the multidisciplinary team began
to present specific forecasts for each of the 13
health regions of Pará. From the sixth bulletin
(19/06/2020), forecasts of ICU bed occupancy were
also generated, due to the need to monitor this variable,
which, at the beginning of the pandemic, was not
available periodically. Finally, from the eighth bulletin
(06/07/2020), the forecasts for the 40 most populous
municipalities or those closer to the State's regional
health headquarters were published.
Consequently, after the publication and forwarding of
the bulletins to the SESPA, there was a requirement for
operational response of distribution of hospital resources
and information to support restriction measures and
flexibilization of the population mobility. The findings
showing that measures were taken after the publication
of the bulletins were related to the information about
new beds in regions with high pressure on hospitals,
directly indicated in the forecasts of this study, and the
fact that the study was mentioned by the government
dissemination media agency (news about the project:
https://pastebin.com/embed_iframe/0mqMEQFY).
This research used only public domain data.
There was neither personal information nor human
involvement, so it was not necessary to get the approval
of a Research Ethics Committee.

Results
The COVID-19-PA Bulletins that were published
presented forecasts with an average accuracy of 97% for
confirmed cases and 96% for deaths, when compared
with the data subsequently observed (Table 1). The
forecast of demand for ICU beds was close to the actual
number of ICU beds occupied, with an average accuracy
equal to 86%. 20-day-or longer forecasts, generated at
the beginning of the pandemic, were published in the
format of a scientific article.20 Their average accuracy
was 96% and 87% for cumulative confirmed cases and
cumulative deaths, respectively.
It can be seen that the forecast behavior followed the
number of cumulative confirmed cases (Figure 1a). An
occurrence was observed in cumulative death forecasts
in the second and third bulletins (Figure 1b): between
May 19 and 30, 2020, the second bulletin showed an
exponential curve, and the third a linear behavior.
The comparative chart of predictions of daily deaths
made by ANN for the state of Pará, published in the
last bulletin, and its respective observed occurrence,
indicate the peak in the number of deaths in the first
wave, which coincides, in the month of May, with the
period between 5 and 20 (Figure 2).
Figure 3 shows a constant decrease in bed
occupancy (in absolute numbers), on an average linear

Table 1 – Accuracies obtained in the scientific article and in the COVID-PA bulletins related to the use of artificial
neural networks to forecast confirmed cases, deaths and ICUa bed occupancy, Pará, April 30-August 29, 2020
Technical-scientific article

Publication date

Confirmed
cases

Deaths

ICU bed ocuppancya

(%)

(%)

Scientific Article20

04/30/2020

96

87

–

Bulletin 1

b

05/13/2020

96

94

–

Bulletin 2b

05/20/2020

96

93

–

Bulletin 3

b

05/28/2020

94

88

–

Bulletin 4b

06/05/2020

98

96

–

Bulletin 5

b

06/10/2020

98

97

–

Bulletin 6b

06/18/2020

98

94

–

Bulletin 7

06/26/2020

97

98

87

Bulletin 8

07/06/2020

99

99

85

Bulletin 9

07/14/2020

99

98

91

Bulletin 10

07/21/2020

98

98

93

Bulletin 11c

07/31/2020

98

99

90

a) ICU: Intensive care unit; b) The forecasts of ICU bed occupancy were not presented because initially, this variable was not in the scope of this study; c) The forecasts were made for 14 days, instead of 7
days; d) The forecast of confirmed cases was not generated, due to the change in the testing method for confirmed cases in the state of Pará.
To be continued
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Continuation

Table 1 – Accuracies obtained in the scientific article and in the COVID-PA bulletins related to the use of artificial
neural networks to forecast confirmed cases, deaths and ICUa bed occupancy, Pará, April 30-August 29, 2020
Technical-scientific article

Publication date

Confirmed
cases

Deaths

(%)

(%)

96

99

ICU bed ocuppancya

Bulletin 12c

08/14/2020

Bulletin 13

08/29/2020

–

99

93

–

97

96

86

c,d

General average

62

a) ICU: Intensive care unit; b) The forecasts of ICU bed occupancy were not presented because initially, this variable was not in the scope of this study; c) The forecasts were made for 14 days, instead of 7
days; d) The forecast of confirmed cases was not generated, due to the change in the testing method for confirmed cases in the state of Pará.
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Figure 1 – Forecasts generated by artificial neural networks for each COVID-PA Bulletin published in the state of
Pará, March 18-September 6, 2020
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Figure 2 – Moving average of daily deaths and forecast of deaths by artificial neural networks, on data from the
COVID-PA bulletins, Pará, April 1-September 2, 2020
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Figure 3 – ICU bed occupancy and forecasts of demand for this service, on data from the COVID-PA bulletins,
Pará, June 19-August 29, 2020
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decrease of approximately 3.5 beds per day. Moreover,
the forecasts of demands for ICU beds, made by the
ANNs, followed this fall.
Discussion
This article presents an artificial intelligence
approach applied to the Covid-19 pandemic data in
the state of Pará, resulting in 13 technical bulletins
that presented reliable short-term forecasts, with 97%
accuracy for confirmed cases, 96% for deaths and
86% for ICU bed occupancy. In the first bulletins, the
work team focused on generating forecasts for Pará.
When further data on the virus were provided, there
was a need to monitor each region, because it could
be seen that there were different epidemiological
scenarios in the State.
The third and fourth bulletins, published at the
end of May and early June, respectively, indicated an
incipient decrease in the curve of deaths and daily cases.
Several factors may have contributed to this fact, such
as government policies (e.g., implementation of mobile
clinics with distribution of masks and complementary
medicines), adoption of hygiene measures and
restriction of the flows of people.23 Population behavior
change related to the protection against the virus and
the knowledge the health teams acquired regarding the
management of COVID-19 cases observed at the end of
April and early May, could also explain this reduction.
It is worth mentioning that, while some regions in Pará
showed stability of COVID-19 cases (for example, the
metropolitan region of Belém, capital city of Pará),
others were reaching their epidemic peak (Baixo
Amazonas, Tapajós and Araguaia), indicating the need
for reallocation of hospital resources from one stable
region to another with high demand for healthcare
services, throughout 2020.
It could be seen that the penultimate bulletin,
COVID-PA no. 12, showed a percentage decrease to
62% accuracy regarding the projection of the demand
for ICU beds, probably due to the change in the testing
method for COVID-19 – from molecular to serological
test – from July 31 to August 17, 2020. This fact may
have affected the accuracy of bulletin no. 12. Therefore,
the input variable 'confirmed cases' was removed from
the ANN model, thus the forecast accuracy increased to
93% according to the last bulletin, COVID-PA no. 13.
The number of ICU beds available remained higher

than bed occupancy, and higher than the projection
of the demand for beds indicated by the bulletins.
Meanwhile, the supply of ICU beds began to decrease
from August, probably due to the closure of field
hospitals for COVID-19 patients in the public network
amid dropping COVID-19 cases and deaths.
Artificial neural network technique stores large
amount of data. It is used to model the uncertainties
associated with predictions. Several studies have
applied the same technique during the pandemic
aiming at designing the prevalence and identifying
the seasonality of the disease.24-26 Thus, taking into
consideration the transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2,
it becomes necessary to periodically observe the
substantial increase in ICU bed capacity for a rapid
patient isolation,27 through initiatives that have already
been implemented and reported, based on historical
data.28.29 This quantitative structure, in spatial and
temporal scale, provides useful information to assess
the impact of control interventions, and how behavior
changes affect transmission dynamics.13.30
The data used in the training phase resulted in a
model dependence on the collected data retrieved
from secondary sources. They were comprised of
confirmed cases, deaths and ICU beds. This condition
implies periodic adjustment of model parameters.
However, long-term forecasts, subsequently evaluated,
showed that this limitation did not significantly alter
the results of this study.
The short-term forecasts using the ANNs, fulfilled the
function of predicting the disease outbreak behavior,
helping prevent health system collapse in the state
of Pará, in 2020, especially in terms of reallocation
of hospital beds. Their efficiency helped in public
manager decision-making, in addition to keeping
people informed about the epidemiological behavior of
the disease. Finally, the COVID-PA bulletins, produced
by this university extension research, showed that
partnerships among universities, health surveillance
and state management are fundamental for the
production of relevant information, in a critical period
of pandemic, contributing to protect people’s lives in
the capital and interior region of Pará.
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